Public Service Announcement

In anticipation of the Fourth of July Weekend the Hopi Department of Public Safety and Emergency Services (DPSES) would like to remind the Hopi Public that Executive Order #01-2018 Declaration of Extreme Fire Danger is still in effect.

As a result the following Restrictions and Sanctions are to be observed within the Boundaries of the Hopi Reservation.

**Open burning is prohibited** within the Reservation woodlands, wetlands, rangelands, farming areas, residential areas and near public facilities.

**Fireworks are prohibited.** The possession or use of fireworks is prohibited due to possibly of high fire danger. Fireworks will be confiscated by Hopi Law Enforcement Service Officers.

**Camp fires are prohibited** within residential areas. Charcoal grills, propane and wood stoves are allowed within a 10 foot area of a residence, provided that it is clear of any flammable material.

- The fire must be constantly monitored and controlled to assure it will not become unmanageable.

- No burning is allowed during "RED FLAG WARNING" days as determined by the National Weather Service or when sustaining wind is in excess of 5 miles per hour.

Any violations of this Executive Order may be prosecuted in accordance with Hopi Code.

Questions may directed to Hopi Department of Public Safety and Emergency Services (DPSES) @ (928) 734-3663 or (928) 401-0461.